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a number of leaders in historical times who had
embarked lightly upon the enterprise, from Turkish
adventurers like Selim, and Crusaders like Baldwin
and Louis XI, down to the greatest soldier of all
ages, Napoleon I. Small wonder if, in these circum-
stances, the northern, or sea-coast route from Port
Said or Qantara to El Arish is known to Arabs as
the Darab El Sultani, or the Royal Road.1 There
existed in fact, if opinion in Egypt could but perceive
the implication, no military reason why history in
the year 1914 should not repeat itself, or why Turkish
forces should not deliver an attack upon the Suez
Canal.
But General Maxwell had not sent liaison officers
to the Suez Canal in order to discuss lessons of history,
or the consequences which would follow the alliance
of Turkey with the Central Powers. More serious
business engaged their attention. A cursory glance
round Port Said was sufficient to show, if serious use
was to be made of this port as a military base, that its
value would depend largely upon the goodwill of the
shipping agencies, from the fact that all harbour plant
was their property. Neither the Navy nor the Army
had any, and the Suez Canal Company, maintaining
an attitude of strict neutrality towards all the belli-
gerents, had shown a proper reluctance to be publicly
associated yet with any military preparations under-
taken to defend the waterway. In cultivating, there-
fore, relations with the shipping community, liaison
officers felt pretty sure that any courtesy would be
repaid a hundredfold, if ever the hour came when
the military authorities required their co-operation.
The pity was that the Army never succeeded in
acquiring the respect of the first, or appreciated their
1 Although authorities are not unanimous on the point, modern
thought inclines to the belief that the Israelites when escaping from
Egypt pursued this road.

